From: Samantha DempsterDate: * No Date *Subject:  [LakeMathewsTalks] Letter for Public Record-MCP/EIR/EIS Proposed for Riverside County, CA.Attachment(s): 0I am writing in opposition to the Mid County Parkway (MCP) Project proposed for Riverside County, CA.  I urge you to adopt the no-action alternative because of the numerous and significant environmental impacts that will result from the MCP.  Being the cut-off date for public input on the EIR/EIS is Thurs Jan. 8, 2009, I wish to have this e-mail entered as part of the public record on that proposal for a parkway/freeway.  I believe that this project is specifically designed to create more out of control urban sprawl.  It will lead to bad development that will endanger the well being and quality of life for all Riverside residents.  We are faced with serious problems and more of the same that brought us to this point will NOT fix anything.   Take the Temescal Valley for instance once upon a time it was a quiet rural area now the valley has been taken over by urban sprawl.  Freeways or Parkways are not built to ease congestion they are built to ease building.   The areas that this parkway is proposed to go has many different Preserves and reserves as well as going along the southern end of the San Jacinto Wildlife Area.  In an area that has so much land set aside there might be reason to avoid the area all together, that there might just be a valid and important reason to leave it open-space.  People talk about nature & open space is out there somewhere.  Well folks we have developed to out there and even into it!  There is no more out there.  How where these reports were generated and how will future ones will be done.  Were they done by looking at topographical maps and looking at the CNDDB?  Or have surveys been conducted by qualified biologists that are familiar with the unique flora of Western Riverside?  Have surveys been conducted according to protocol and if so what protocol was used?  Will the raw data be available for residents to look at or only the report?  How can you conclude that the building of this road will not seriously degrade these preserves, reserves and wildlife area?  Especially when the leading cause of death for the Bobcat is being hit by cars?  What studies have been done that document and support the conclusions that where come to?   Riverside Residents need REAL solutions to the problems we face, we NEED innovative ideas, we need sustainable development, and we NEED functioning public transportation, NOT more parkways or freeways. You may think my position is unreasonable however it is said that the unreasonable people are the ones that demand needed change.   Don�t let Riverside follow in the sad path of Orange County the �OC� what they don�t tell you is the OC Really means Only Concrete now. Samantha Dempster19442 Ray Riverside, CA 92508
